A reluctance to use ITLs because of these concerns can involve some arguably questionable subjectivity. For example, formulas in well-known point-based temporal logics with the same expressiveness can in fact be quite low-level and more obscure than equivalent interval-based ones. The second concern generally has to do with worst-case computational complexity, which is judiciously avoidable in various successful applications. Interestingly, Quantified Propositional Linear-Time Temporal Logic (QPLTL) [27] and linear-time μ-calculus [2] , which both share propositional ITL's expressive power, also have problems involving complexity. Hence, evaluating how two kinds of logics fare on the same relevant classes of properties is much more commonsense. Then the greater expressive power of ITLs when compared, for instance, with discrete-time PLTL becomes apparent. 1 Below is a brief summary of some trends and promising developments over the last ten years:
-An extensive research programme systematically classifies an important group of ITLs [7] . -An IEEE standard [18] is approved which contains an executable assertion language influenced by ITLs. -A research monograph [37] and a textbook [34] make extensive use of ITLs, and other modern textbooks [10, 24] include material on ITLs in increasing detail. -Multi-core processors become ubiquitous as technological limits for clock rates are being reached. Research on ITLs (e.g., [4] ) suggests they might offer a promising general framework for formal reasoning about some relevant concurrent algorithms involving fine-grained interleaved access to shared variables. -A revised standard SQL:2011 for the database Structured Query Language (SQL) now includes support for time intervals [19, 25] .
In what follows, some connections between the trends, developments and topics covered by the special issue's articles will be noted.
One consequence of the complexity issues associated with ITLs is that research on model-checking techniques for these formalisms has been comparatively limited. This is in stark contrast to the significant and widespread take-up by academia and industry of model checking with properties expressed in point-based temporal logics. Nevertheless, ITLs have influenced the notation for executable assertions in IEEE Standard 1647 [18] for the language e (approved by the IEEE in 2006, with revisions in 2008 and 2011). 2 Executable subsets of ITLs have been successfully employed in a number of applications besides the IEEE standard just mentioned. For example, according to Schellhorn et al.'s article in the special issue involving symbolic execution, lower-level point-based temporal logics (such as those advocated by Manna and Pnueli [29] and Lamport [26] ), while certainly excellent for model checking finite-state systems, seem less appropriate for deductive reasoning about many practical shared-variable concurrent algorithms with relevance to multi-core processors. Given the present widespread availability of such hardware in even relatively inexpensive handheld devices, the desirability of suitable general formal frameworks for the associated subtle concurrent algorithms might become a significant practical motivation for ITLs. Whatever the future holds, it is certainly remarkable that over the last ten years ITLs have become serious contenders for verification of shared-variable concurrency, with at least four research groups currently pursuing this topic.
Difficulties similar to those experienced when using point-based temporal logics to reason about various shared-variable algorithms with fine-grained concurrency also appear relevant to Process Algebras, which have certainly been quite successful for various other applications. Following Hoare's presentation over five years ago of a promising research plan [17] particularly motivated by the emergence of multi-core processors, progress with using Process Algebras to help verify such algorithms has been limited. Of course, the situation could ultimately change.
On the other hand, a recent example of persistent concerns by many researchers of ITLs' conceptual complexity involves RGITL [4] , which combines Jones' rely-guarantee conditions [22] with Moszkowski's ITL [31] . RGITL is the subject of Schellhorn et al.'s article in this special issue and is used to mechanically verify algorithms with shared-variable concurrency. Jones observes in [23] that RGITL could perhaps be quite attractive ("seductive" in his words) for that, although it might be too expressive, particularly when used by an unskilled person. Therefore, more evaluation and comparison will be needed to determine whether such a powerful and general interval-based framework is overkill in relation to approaches specifically developed for the required purposes.
In this short survey it seems reasonable to divide temporal formalisms for intervals into four main categories: [11] has helped to popularise the framework. The modal perspective offered by the third and fourth categories makes intervals implicit. The logics express properties about the intervals but without variables to denote them. All of the special issue's articles besides Combi and Sala's deal with such modal formalisms. The notations in the two modal categories have some overlap since, for example, both CDT and ITL have the chop operator. However, significant and long-standing diversity of research interests and focus is found in work involving these categories. It is reflected in the special issue and now discussed.
Researchers of the third category's HS-logic and other such modal frameworks which can express Allen's relations generally eschew connections with point-based temporal logics, instead preferring so-called pure, interval-based variables. The pure notations are also known as nonlocal and in practice are almost always propositional. In contrast, variables in the fourth category's notations are usually local, that is, they concern behaviour over states. Only the local formalisms' formulas and expressions involve interval behaviour. Furthermore, unlike research in the third category, which primarily concentrates on studying the quite challenging theory of pure propositional logics, work in the fourth category considers propositional, first-order and higher-order ITLs with state-based variables. However, there has been some limited use of pure, interval-based variables in connection with DC, as noted below.
Della Monica et. al in [7] survey an extensive and productive research programme carried out for over ten years to classify the expressiveness of pure sublogics of HS-logic for various models of time, and also to determine computational complexity, which in many cases amounts to proving undecidability. 3 The associated website [21] includes an online tool for examining results of this research, and a general bibliography about ITLs. In contrast to non-modal characterisations of Allen's relations, pure modal varieties have so far had little practical take-up in applications in the targeted areas of Artificial Intelligence and Databases. Bresolin et al. [5] seek to address this by presenting some early experience with a newly implemented decision procedure for one HS-sublogic (accessible online via [21]). Lomuscio and Michaliszyn [28] have been recently investigating extensions of HS-logic and associated algorithms intended for model checking multi-agent systems.
Unlike the third category involving pure ITLs, formulas in the fourth category, especially for practical applications, generally involve local, state-based variables. The fourth category is therefore much closer to conventional point-based temporal logics than the third one is. Indeed, point-based operators and properties can be readily expressed, as is commonly done. Propositional systems involving only local variables are generally decidable, but can involve nonelementary complexity (e.g., an early result by Kozen is mentioned in [30] and reproduced in [32] ). Work on such formalisms has provided a steady stream of applications and software tools (e.g., see the special issue's article by Schellhorn et al.). Publications include Zhou and Hansen's extensive research monograph [37] and Olderog and Dierks' textbook on real-time systems [34] . These two books employ DC as the main logical notation, and the latter contains many exercises. Zhou and Hansen include a discussion of some connections between Allen's relations, HS-logic and an alternatively derived version of DC described earlier by Roy and Zhou [35] with state-based variables as in conventional DC.
Recent textbooks on temporal logics by Kröger and Merz [24] and Fisher [10] have material about local ITLs. Fisher also examines Allen's influential interval relations and the literature on them. Local formalisms have influenced the IEEE standard already mentioned, the HOL theorem prover [14] and executable subsets of point-based temporal logics such as METATEM [3] (see also [10, Chap. 6 
]).
As has already been emphasised above, ITL and DC, unlike HS-logic, are routinely used with local, state-based variables. However, there is an interesting diversity of opinion about the significance of nonlocal variables in DC. The issue centres on durations, which are interval-oriented DC expressions of the form ∫e, for some state-based expression e. The value of a duration ∫e for a temporal interval equals the integral of e's value over that interval (e.g., ∫1 equals the interval's length). Durations are considered by Hansen and Zhou [16, 37] to be pure, nonlocal variables, and are referred to as temporal variables with structure. There are at present differing views about whether DC's durations should indeed be formally classified as nonlocal variables, but the details are outside the scope of this survey. However, conventional nonlocal variables occur in a variant of first-order ITL previously introduced by Dutertre [9] and motivated by DC. Hansen and Zhou [16, 37] prove relative completeness of an axiom system for DC by employing a reduction to firstorder ITL on the reals. Connections between the nonlocal ITL variables and DC's durations are instrumental in Hansen and Zhou's proof.
The dichotomy between pure and local ITLs reflects the separate, quite well-established schools of thought which have nevertheless over the years maintained contact and arranged to meet from time to time. As already noted above, ITLs are often regarded as being either conceptually or computationally too complex for practical deployment. Somewhat paradoxically, researchers of pure formalisms (which are normally propositional) consider local ones too limited in scope and too close to point-based notations for their research purposes. This is because propositional versions of local formalisms are not considered suitable frameworks for properly expressing temporal phenomena such as accomplishments, durative actions and temporal aggregations (although such concepts can certainly also be relevant in formulas about intervals in local notations). Della Monica et al. [8] show that the addition of past-time operators to a pure logic can have a bigger effect on expressiveness than their addition to a conventional point-based logic has.
Another noteworthy division concerns DC, which, as already mentioned above, is intended for real-time and hybrid systems and is based on conventional ITL. In practice, work on DC and ITL has formed two distinct schools, like the ones for pure and local formalisms. Publications about DC often briefly mention the roots in ITL without further discussing links. This is so even for discrete-time DC [37, Sects. 6.1-6.2], which seems closely related to conventional ITL (e.g., both employ discrete time and support timing constraints). Furthermore, reductions of DC specifications to "implementables" (e.g., as described in [34] ) involving automata seem to have potential connections with ITL. Perhaps in the future a holistic and systematic investigation and classification could be carried out to better understand and exploit natural connections and reductions with relevance to expressiveness, computational complexity, axiomatisation, executable subsets and other issues.
It is worthwhile to mention here that most research on ITLs is presently done in Europe. For instance, the special issue's authors are located in Denmark, Germany, Italy and the UK, but active researchers are also found in Bulgaria and Poland. However, China also has groups investigating ITLs. Furthermore, ITLs were high on the research and training agenda in formal methods for over a decade starting from 1994 at the United Nations University International Institute for Software Technology (UNU-IIST) in Macao. 4 Activity in North America is presently on a significantly smaller scale than in Europe or China.
Papers in the special issue
Below are summaries of the articles appearing in this special issue: for a bibliography) by essentially the same group of researchers, and document their recent successes in a sustained effort to get as close as possible to both sides of the border between decidability and undecidability of the pure propositional ITLs with modal operators which can express Allen's interval relations. As in their previous work, where the authors concentrate on neighbourhood modalities, both sublanguages and important classes of linear orders serving as the models of time are covered. The "light-side" paper presents, amongst other things, an insightful application of the Bernays-Schönfinkel class, a long-known decidable fragment of first-order logic, to obtain a new decidable subset of the standard interval temporal logic CDT. In contrast, the "dark-side" paper describes a tour de force of technical effort in the quest for negative results, with the key technique being an encoding of unsolvable tiling problems.
-Interval-based temporal functional dependencies: Specification and verification by Carlo Combi and Pietro Sala: This contribution extends an existing point-based temporal framework for integrity constraints in temporal databases to work with intervals and Allen's relations. New algorithms based on B-trees provide the means to check that an update to such a relation preserves the integrity constraints. Unlike the formalisms in other articles in the special issue, the framework is not modal, thus reflecting current practice in applications of intervals to databases.
-RGITL: A Temporal logic framework for compositional reasoning about interleaved programs by Gerhard Schellhorn, Bogdan Tofan, Gidon Ernst, Jörg Pfähler and Wolfgang Reif: This paper, which involves the down-to-earth world of local formalisms, offers a self-contained presentation of another long-term effort: achieving rely-guarantee deductive verification of interleaved multithreaded programs using the interactive theorem prover KIV developed by the authors' research group. A key insight is the semantics for interleaving underlying an executable binary operator added to ITL. The operator's conceptual complexity exceeds that of basic ITL modalities by an order of magnitude. Nevertheless, its use in symbolic execution of programs represented as ITL formulas fits well with other constructs from executable ITL subsets such as Tempura. The authors note the framework's advantages over conventional point-based temporal logics in deductive proofs for concurrent algorithms they have considered.
-Compositional reasoning using intervals and time reversal by Ben Moszkowski:
Natural links between point-and interval-based temporal logics play a major role in this paper. In particular, various mathematically quite simple but previously unknown classes of sequentially compositional temporal formulas, including many point-based ones, are shown to be closed under both logical conjunction and a conventional pointbased operator. Symmetry techniques for viewing formulas' behaviour in reverse help to then prove the membership of more formulas in the classes. An analysis of concrete and abstract concurrent share-variable algorithms for mutual exclusion helps illustrate how the compositional formulas can be used.
-A practical approach to model checking Duration Calculus using Presburger Arithmetic by Michael R. Hansen, Anh-Dung Phan and Aske W. Brekling: Two relatively independent research directions discussed in this article are combined to lower the forbidding complexity of validity and model checking of DC formulas with many alternations between chop and negation. In one direction a semantics for discrete-time DC based on Parikh images provides a useful abstraction of the standard DC semantics. The other direction concerns limiting the size and complexity of (reasoning with) Presburger arithmetic formulas obtained from a translation from DC to them with the abstract semantics. Both aspects of the work are very practically motivated. The reader is offered a variety of applicable techniques and judgements from real-life model checking and automated verification.
